
At the 
Justice 

N
Department, 

ovember 15, 1969 

Brown gas-fog, white 
beneath the street lamps. 
Cut off on three sides, all space filled 
with our bodies. 

s 	Bodies that stumble 
in brown airlessness, whitened 
in light, a mildew glare, 

that stumble 
hand in hand, blinded, retching. 

10 Wanting it, wanting 
to be here, the body believing it's 
dying in its nausea, my head 
clear in its despair, a kind of joy, 
knowing this is by no means death, 

is is trivial, an incident, a 
fragile instant. Wanting it, wanting 

with all my hunger this anguish, 
this knowing in the body 

the grim odds we're 
20 up against, wanting it real. 

Up that bank where gas 
curled in the ivy, dragging each other 
up, strangers, brothers 
and sisters. Nothing 

25 will do but 
to taste the bitter 
taste. No life 
other, apart from. 
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. 	. 
Antiwar demonstrators march ito the Washington M, 
15, 1969 Photo by John Olson for Life Magazine. OisitY 

FROM PERSONAL RE$ 
TO CRITICAL ANALYST 

REFLECT 1. How do the images in the po 
compare with the ones you yy 
down before reading? 

RETHINK 2. Describe the speaker's resporL 
being tear-gassed How do yq 
explain her response? 
Consider 
• what she says she wants 
• what she calls the protest 

3. How do you interpret the 10 
"No life other, apart from.T 

4. How would you connect t 
the poem to its subject? 

RELATE 5. If you were ever in a prot,t'4c 
were your feelings abOut 
similar to the speaker's ?  Eta 

Denise Lever t ov 



voluti nary 

e a 
Nikki Giovanni 

i used to dream militant 
dreams of taking 
over america to show 
these white folks how it should be 
done 
i used to dream radical dreams 
of blowing everyone away with my perceptive powers 
of correct analysis 
i even used to think I'd be the one 

to to stop the riot and negotiate the peace 
then i awoke and dug 
that if i dreamed natural 
dreams of being a natural 
woman doing what a woman 

Is does when she's natural 
i would have a revolution 

20$ 

seta 
>u 

word 

tyle 

larch 

ate.: 
On the Subway (1986), Elizabeth Catlett. Courtesy 
of Isobel Neal Gallery, Chicago. 
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FROM PERSONAL RESPONSE TO CRITICAL ANALYSIS 

1. What is your opinion of the speaker in "Revolutionary Dreams"? 

2. How do you think the speaker would define natural? 

3. What do you think might be revolutionary 
about being natural? 

4. What might have led the speaker to stop 
dreaming "militant dreams" and 
"radical dreams"? 
Consider 
• the content of these dreams 
• how they might differ from "natural 

dreams" 

RELATE 5. How do you think Levertov and Giovanni would 
react to each other's poems? 

6. Which of these two poems is closer to your idea of 
how a revolution happens? 

REFLECT 

RETHINK 

agirigt 

Iappear 011'0:44 
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earning  
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IITHRARY ICOINKEP T 

Poets use repetition to emphasize ideas, to connect ideas, 
and to create rhythmic effects, among other purposes. For 
example, in "Revolutionary Dreams," the phrase "i used to 
dream ... ," repeated in lines 1 and 6, suggests that the 
ideas following the phrase connect to each other. The 
repetition of natural at the end of lines 12, 13, and 15 
emphasizes the importance of that idea in the poem and at 
the same time creates an insistent pattern of sound. What 
words or phrases are repeated in "At the Justice Depart-
ment, November 15, 1969"? In what ways do you think 
the repetition functions in the poem? 

THE 1NHIITHIVS'S YLE 

Compare the ways that . aPlfalization and punctuation are ' osed in 
these two poems: How do the Ppenns'dePaft from conventional 
writtenTngliSh? -9yadding ordeleting capitalization and 
punctuation/arid Seehovy  your changes affect the poems. 

SEVEN' < PART 2: POWER AND PROTEST 

QUICK WRITES 

1. Sketch out the script for a TY/. 
report about the incident dO 
in "At the Justice Departmen 
November 15, 1969." 

2. As the speaker of "RevolutiCi 
Dreams," write a journal eft 
fully explaining your ideas 4, 

revolution. 

3. Write a draft of a poem dens  
XI 

intense or dangerous experf$(  
have had. Include vivid seri 
images, as Le yertoy  did, tP'. 

readers share your experie 

.7,Zi PORTFOLIO Save you 
tnay want to use it later SS- 
board to a piece for yout, 



El Patron 
Nash Candelaria 

SONAL CONNECTION 

living in a family is learning to deal with disagreements among family members. 
of a time when you disagreed with another member of your family. What caused 
agreement? How did you resolve it? Did other family members contribute to the 

on? With a small group, discuss the kinds of conflicts within a family and the ways 
le resolve these conflicts. 

TOPICAL CONNECTION 

tfrie of 1980, Congress adopted a law requiring all 18-year-
Inales to register for the draft. The Soviet Union had recently 
ned Afghanistan, and President Carter argued that draft 
tration was necessary in order to prepare for military 

Oigencies and to demonstrate the United States' "resolve as a 
n." The government did not plan to draft people to serve in 

armed forces; the law required only that young men register 
11 names and addresses with the draft authorities. The U.S. 
iltary had not drafted anyone since the end of 1972, and it 
pcted to continue as an all-volunteer force. Even so, the 
qUirement to register for the draft aroused widespread 
position Local antidraft groups sprang up all over the country 

housands of people marched in protest 
lies.Although nearly 12 million 
ng men registered as the law 
uired, an estimated 500,000 refused. 
Congressional hearing a witness 

escribed the refusal to register as "one 
Tithe most massive demonstrations of 

civil disobedience in our nation's his- , 
9,1Y." As "El Patron" suggests, feelings 
bout the draft and the military led to 

,Clonflicts in communities and families 
across the United States. 

LASER LINKS 

• HISTORICAL CONNECTION 

1119PUTORIG CO ECM 

In your notebook, write about an 
experience you've had with conflict 
resolution. The conflict could be between 
yourself and someone else, such as a 
family member or a friend, or between 
two other people. Then, generalize from 
your experience: What is so difficult about 
resolving conflicts? What are some key 
ingredients of conflict resolution? As you 
read "El Patron," compare your experi-
ence with conflict resolution with the 
experience of the family in the story. 

At an army recruitment office. 
H. Armstrong Roberts. 
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\.1.1 , t 	I 	i 	iFic 1 ” 1 	in San Diego 

and Ii LI .1 I 	Ikovatd L.A.and us. 
Silky 1 waoI,...tu.king to a midafternoon 

summer school class at Southwestern U., my 
wife, Lola, picked up her father at the station. 
When I arrived home, they were sitting politely 
in the living room talking banalities: "Yes, it 
does look like rain. But if it doesn't rain, it 
might be sunny. If only the clouds would blow 

away." 
Lola had that dangerous look on her face that 

usually made me start talking too fast and too 
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-Worked. She'd sit there with a face 
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skinned kewpie doll': whose express'. 
slowly turning into that of an angry 1.11111 
When she could no longer stand it, .511L 

her father a blast: "You never talk n. 

1. jefe (hele) Spanish: chief. 

2. el alcalde, el gobernador, el presidente 	
1. 

al-kOde, 'el go-b eer-na-doe, el pre-se-den's 

sea) Spanish: the mayor, the governor, the I 

police. 

3. kewpie doll (kyoo'pe): a small, wide-eyed doll w!1 

curl of hair on top of the head. 

hierarchy (hi • e-rarke) n. an organization of persons or things arranged into 
higher and lower ranks 

banality Iba-n6l • f-te) n. something that is obvious, predictable, overused, or 

uninteresting 

a 

A. 

WORDS 
TO 

KNOW 



jmportant, you macho,' chauvinists 
'heal!" Then it would escalate to 

ese from there. 
onight it didn't get that fat As I entered, 
artinez rose, dressed neatly in his one 

or a wedding or a funeral, and politely 
.my hand. Without so much as a glance at 
e said, "Why don't you go to the kitchen 
e other women." 

here are no other women," Lola said coldly. 
food and belligerently received my kiss on 
heek before leaving. 
nor Martinez was oblivious to her reaction, 
ig only the absence of 

man," at which he visibly 
ed and sat down. 

Rosca," he said, referring to me 
e always did by my last name. 
o is in trouble with the law." 
Gs face struggled between anger 

ct sadness, tinged with a cross-
ent of confusion. Tito was his 

de and joy. His only son after 
daughters. A twilight gift born to his wife at 

ime when he despaired of ever having a son, 
en their youngest daughter, Lola, was already 

if years old and their oldest daughter twenty. 
"He just finished his examinations at the state 

niversity. He was working this summer to save 
money for his second year when this terrible 
thing happened." 

I could not in my wildest fantasies imagine 
young Vicente getting into any kind of trouble. 

e had always impressed me as a bright, polite 
young man who would inspire pride in any 
father. Even when he and old Vicente had 
quarreled about Tito going to college instead of 
working full-time, the old man had grudgingly 
come around to seeing the wisdom of it. But 
now. The law! I was stunned. 

"Where is he?" I asked, imagining the 

nineteen-year-old in some filthy cell in the San 
Diego jail. 

"I don't know." Then he looked over his 
shoulder toward the kitchen, as if to be certain 
no one was eavesdropping. "I think he went 
underground." 

Underground! I had visions of drug-crazed 
revolutionary zealots. Bombs exploding in federal 
buildings. God knows what kind of madness. 

"They're probably after him," he went on. 
Then he paused and stared at me as if trying to 
understand. "Tito always looked up to you and 
Lola. Of all the family it would be you he would 

try to contact. I want you to help 
me." Not help Tito, I thought, but 
help me. 

I went to the cabinet for the bot-
tle that I keep there for emergencies. 
I took a swallow to give me enough 
courage to ask the question. "What 
... did ... he do?" 

Sefior Martinez stared limply at 
the glass in his hand. "You know," 

he said, "my father fought with Pancho Villa."6 
Jesus! I thought. If everyone who told me his 

father had fought with Pancho Villa was telling 
the truth, that army would have been big 
enough to conquer the world. Besides—what 
did this have to do with Tito? 

"When my turn came," he continued, "I 
enlisted in the Marines at Camp Pendleton. 

4. macho (m'a'cho): having or showing a strong manliness, 
especially stressing aggressiveness and domination of 
women. 

S. chauvinist (sho iva-nist): excessively enthusiastic about 
one's own sex, race, or group; most likely used here to 
mean "male chauvinist"—one who behaves as if women 
were inferior to men. 

6. Pancho Villa (pan'chti yea): Mexican revolutionary 
leader who, in 1914-1915, tried to overthrow the 
president of Mexico. 

WORDS 
TO 

KNOW 

escalate (6s i ke-lot') v. to increase by stages; expand 
belligerently (be-17j i er-ant-18) adv in a hostile or unfriendly manner; aggressively 
oblivious le-bliv'Cii-es) adj. not paying attention; unaware 
zealot (z6l'ot) it a person who is intensely devoted, usually to a cause, and 

enthusiastically supportive 
1011 



Fought los Japones 7  in the Pacific." Finally he 
took a swallow of his drink and sat up stiffly as 
if at attention. "The men in our family have 
never shirked their duty!" He barked like the 
Marine corporal he had once been. 

It slowly dawned on me what this was all 
about. It had been the topic all during summer 
school at Southwestern U. Registration for the 
draft. "No blood for Mideast oil!" the picket 
signs around the campus post office had shouted. 
"Boycott the Exxon army!" 

"I should never have let him go to college," 
Sefior Martinez said. "That's where he gets such 
crazy radical ideas. From those rich college boys 
whose parents can buy them out of all kinds of 
trouble." 

"So he didn't register," I said. 
"The FBI is probably after him right now. It's 

a federal crime you know. And the Canadians 
don't want draft dodgers either." 

He took a deep swallow and polished off the 
rest of his drink in one gulp, putting the empty 
glass on the coffee table. There, his gesture 

seemed to say, now you know the worst. 
Calmer now, he went on to tell me more. 

About the American Civil War; a greater percen 
age of Spanish-speaking men of New Mexico 
had joined the Union Army than the men from 
any other group in any other state in the Union. 
About the Rough Riders, 8  including young 
Mexican-Americans, born on horseback, riding 
roughest of all over the Spanish in Cuba. About 
the War-to-End-All-Wars, 9  where tough, skinny, 
brown-faced doughboys lo  from farms in Texas 
New Mexico, Arizona, Colorado, and California; 
gave their all "Over There." About World War 
II, from the New Mexico National Guard cap-
tured at Bataan il  to the tough little Marines 
whom he was proud to fight alongside; man fo 
man there were more decorations for bravery 
among Mexican-Americans than among any 
other group in this war. Then Korea, where his 
younger brother toughed it out in the infantry  
Finally Vietnam, where kids like his nephew, 
Pablo, got it in some silent, dark jungle trying, 
save a small country from the Communists."  

By now he had lost his calm. There were re-
in his eyes, partly from the pride he felt in this  

tradition of valor in war. But partly for some 
thing else, I thought. I could almost hear h* 
son's reply to his impassioned call to duty: 
papa. So we could come back, if we survive 
our jobs as busboys and ditch diggers; that  

I have to go to college. I don't want to go fci) 
Middle East and fight and die for some oil', 
company when you can't even afford to o 

7, los Japones (los ha-ph-nes') Spanish: the Japanea: 

8. Rough Riders: a volunteer cavalry regiment or* 
Theodore Roosevelt during the Spanish-America" 
(1898), which developed from Cuba's war for 
Independence from Spain. 

9. War-to-End-All-Wars: World War I (19141918(1 

10. doughboys: U.S. infantry soldiers during Wog(' 

11. Bataan (ba-tan'): a World War II battle in the;' 
 in which U.S. troops surrendered to the Japa00 

1012 

'figglget or avoid doing something 
cgCfragg; bravery 

abfr.and) adj. full of strong feeling; stirring; emotional , , 



car. If the Russians invaded our country, I would 
defend it. If a robber broke into our house, I 
would fight him. If someone attacked you, I 
would save you. But this? No, papa." 

But now Tito was gone. God knows where. 
None of his three sisters in San Diego had seen 
him. Nor any of his friends in the neighborhood 
or school or work. 

I could hear preparations 
for dinner from the kitchen. 
Sefior Martinez and I had 
another tragito" while Lo-
lita and Junior ate their din-
ner early, the sounds of 
their childish voices pierc-
ing through the banging of 
pots and pans. 

When Lola called me 
Emiliano instead of my nick-
name, Pata, I knew we were 
in for a lousy meal. 
Everything her father dis-
liked must have been served. 
It had taken some kind of perverse gourmet 
expending a tremendous amount of energy to fix 
such rotten food. There was that nothing white 
bread that presses together into a doughy flat 
mass instead of the tortillas papa thrived on. 
There was a funny little salad with chopped 
garbage in it covered by a blob of imitation goo. 
There was no meat. No meat! Just all those 
sliced vegetables in a big bowl. Not ordinary 
vegetables like beans and potatoes and carrots, 
but funny, wiggly long things like wild grass . 
or worms. And quivering cubes of what must 
have been whale blubber. 

Halfway through the meal, as Senor Martinez 
shuffled the food around on his plate like one of 
our kids resisting what was good for them, the 
doorbell rang. 

"You'd better get that, Emiliano," Lola said, 
daring me to refuse by her tone of voice and 
dagger-throwing glance. 

Who needs a fight? In a sense I was the lucky 
one because I could leave the table and that pot 

1014 UNIT SEVEN PART 2: POWER AND PROTEST 

of mess-age." When I opened the door, a 
scraggly young man beamed a weak smile at me. 
"I hitchhiked from San Diego," Tito said. 

Before I could move onto the steps and close 
the door behind me, he stumbled past me into 
the house. Tired as he was, he reacted instantly 
to seeing his father at the table. "You!" he 
shouted, then turned and bolted out the door. 

Even tired he could run 
faster than I, so I hopped 
into the car and drove afte 
him while Lola and Setim 
Martinez stood on the stel  
shouting words at me that I, 
couldn't heat 

Two blocks later Tit() 
finally climbed into the c 
after I bribed him with `a 
promise of dinner at a fast 
food restaurant. While hii 
mouth was full I tried to 
talk some sense into him, 
but to no avail. He was ICA 

as stubborn as his father and sister. Finally, I 
drove him to the International House on ca 
where the housing manager, who owed me a 
favor, found him an empty bed. 

"You should have made him come back 
you," Lola nagged at me that night. 

"He doesn't want to be under the same 
with his father." From her thoughtful kiwi 
knew that she understood and probably f 
same way herself. When I explained to her 
it was all about—her father had said not, 
her—it looked for a moment as if she wol  
out of bed, stomp to the guest room, and 
Sefior Martinez out into the street. 

The next day seemed like an endless 

12. tragito (tra-he't8) Spanish: small drink; sivts,k 

13. pot of mess-age: a wordplay on "mess of porn 

which, figuratively, is a bad deal—a thing of 
exchanged for one of little or no value. In t1110b 
story of Jacob and Esau (Genesis 25), EsaPi. 
birthright to his brother Jacob in exchangqf 
dish of cooked vegetables. 
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e betwe en  our house and the I House. 
e. Then Lola. If Senor Martinez had had 

and could drive, he would have followed 

of us. 
r shuttle diplomacy finally wore them 
. I could at last discern cracks in father's 

-son's immovable positions. 

es. Yes. I love my son." 
love my father." 
now. I know. Adults should be able to sit 
and air their differences, no matter how 

rig he is." 
!Maybe tomorrow. Give me a break. But 

itely not at mealtime. I can't eat while my 
ach is churning." 

he difficulty for me, as always, was in 
ping my opinions to myself. Lola didn't have 
it problem. After all, they were her brother 
d father, so she felt free to say whatever she 

sed. 
'The plan is to get them to talk," I said to her. 
they can talk they can reach some kind of 

nderstanding." 
"Papa has to be set straight," she said. "As 
ml, he's wrong, but he always insists it's 

meone else who messed things up." 
"He doesn't want Tito to go to jail." 
"That's Tito's choice!" Of course she was 

ight; they were both right. 
The summit meeting was set for the next after-

oon. Since I had only one late morning lecture, 
would pick up Tito, feed him a hamburger or 

two, then bring him to the house. Lola would fix 
Senor Martinez some nice tortillas and chili, 
making up for that abominable dinner of the 
night before last. Well fed, with two chaperones 
mediating, we thought they could work some-
thing out. 

When Tito and I walked into the house, my 
hope started to tremble and develop goose 
umps. It was deathly silent and formal. Lola 
ad that dangerous look on her face again. The 

macho, chauvinist jumping bean sat stiffly in his 

suit that looked like it had just been pressed—all 
shiny and sharply creased, unapproachable and 
potentially cutting, an inanimate warning of 
what lay behind Seikr Martinez's stone face. 

Tito and I sat across from the sofa and faced 
them. Or rather I faced them. Both Tito and 
Senor Martinez were looking off at an angle 
from each other, not daring to touch glances. I 
smiled, but no one acknowledged it so I gave 
it up. Then Lola broke the silence. 

"What this needs is a woman's point-of-view," 
she began. 

That's all Senor Martinez needed. The blast his 
eyes shot at her left her open-mouthed and silent 
as he interrupted. "I don't want you to go to 
jail!" He was looking at Lola, but he meant Tito. 

Tito's response was barely audible, and I 
detected a trembling in his voice. "You'd rather 
I got killed on some Arabian desert," he said. 

The stone face cracked. For a moment it 
looked as if Senor Martinez would burst into 
tears, He turned his puzzled face from Lola 
toward his son. "No," he said. "Is that what you 
think?" Then, when Tito did not answer, he said, 
"You're my only son, and damn it! Sons are 
supposed to obey their fathers!" 

"El patron, El Papa, and Dios," Tito said with 
a trace of bitterness. 

But Lola could be denied no longer. "Papa, 
how old were you when you left Mexico for the 
U.S.?" She didn't expect an answer, so didn't give 
him time to reply. "Sixteen, wasn't it? And what 
did your father say?" 

Thank God that smart-ass smile of hers was 
turned away from her father. She knew she had 
him, and he knew it too, but he didn't need her 
smirk to remind him of it. 

He sighed. The look on his face showed that 
sometimes memories were best forgotten. When 
he shook his head but did not speak, Lola went 
on. She too had seen her father's reaction, and 
her voice lost its hard edge and became more 
sympathetic. 

WORDS 
TO 	discern (di-sorn") v to see clearly; perceive; recognize 

KNOW 	 101! 



"He disowned you, didn't he? Grandpa 
disowned you. Called you a traitor to your own 
country. A deserter when things got tough." 

"I did not intend to stay in Mexico and 
starve," he said. He looked around at us one by 
one as if he had to justify himself. "He even-
tually came to Los Estados Unidos" himself. He 
and Mama died in that house in San Diego." 

"What did you think when Grandpa did that 
to you?" 

No answer was necessary. "Can't you see, 
Papa?" Lola pleaded, meaning him and Tito. He 
could see. 

Meanwhile Tito had been watching his father 
as if he had never seen him before. I guess only 
the older children had heard Papa's story of how 
he left Mexico. 

"I don't intend to go to jail, Papa," Tito 
said. "I just have to take a stand along with 
thousands of others. In the past old men started 

wars in which 
young men died 
in order to pre-
serve old men's 
comforts. It just 
has to stop. There's 
never been a war 
without a draft. 
Never a draft 
without registra-
tion. And this 

one is nothing but craziness by el patron in 
Washington, D.C. If enough of us protest, maybe 
he'll get the message." 

"They almost declared it unconstitutional," I 
said. "They may yet." 

"Because they aren't signing women," Papa 
said in disgust. But from the look on Lola's face, 
I'd pick her over him in any war. 

"If they come after me, I'll register," Tito said. 
"But in the meantime I have to take this stand." 

There. It was out. They had had their talk in 
spite of their disagreements. 

"He's nineteen," Lola said. "Old enough to 
run his own life." 
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Senor Martinez was all talked out. He 
slumped against the back of the sofa. Even the 
creases in his trousers seemed to have sagged. 
Tito looked at his sister, and his face brightened. 

"Papa," Tito said. "I ... I'd like to come 
home, if you want me to." 

On Papa's puzzled face I imagined I could 
read the words: "My father fought with Pancho 
Villa." But it was no longer an accusation, only a 
simple statement of fact. Who knows what takes 
more courage—to fight or not to fight? 

"There's a bus at four o'clock," Setior 
Martinez said. 

Later I drove them in silence to the station. 
Though it felt awkward, it wasn't a bad silence. 
There are more important ways to speak than 
with words, and I could feel that sitting shoulder 
to shoulder beside me, father and son had 
reached some accord. 

Papa still believed in el patron, El Papa, and 
Dios. What I hoped they now saw was that Tito 
did too. Only in his case, conscience overrode el 
patron, maybe even El Papa. In times past, pope.S, 
too declared holy wars that violated conscience, 
For Tito, conscience was the same as Dios. And 
saw in their uneasy truce that love overrode the 
differences. 

I shook their hands as they boarded the bus, 
and watched the two similar faces, one old, one 
young, smile sadly at me through the windoW 
the Greyhound pulled away. 

When I got back home, Junior and Lolita 
squabbling over what channel to watch on 
rolled my eyes in exasperation, ready to hollet 
them, but Lola spoke up first. 

"I'm glad Papa got straightened out. The 
hardest thing for parents with their children 
let go." 

Yeah, I started to say, but she stuck her h,,,e 

into the other room and told Junior and 141. 

to stop quarreling or they were going to ge 

the United States. 
(los '6s-ta t tle's 55-nestles) Sp 

14. los Estados Unidos 
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FROM PERSONAL RESPONSE TO CRITICAL ANALYSIS 
REFLECT 1. What do you think about the resolution of the conflict 

between Tito and his father? Record your reaction 
in your notebook. 

RETHINK 2. Why do you think Tito and his father were 
able to resolve their differences? 
Compare their experience with what 
you discussed and wrote about conflict 
resolution for the Previewing activities 
on page 1009. 

3. Analyze the conflict between Lola and 
her father. How do you think their conflict 
can be resolved? 
Consider 
• their different views of a woman's role 
• Senor Martinez's stubbornness and Lola's resentment 
• Lola's helping solve the conflict between her brother and her father 

4. The narrator says at the end that both Senor Martinez and Tito believe in Dios, El 
Papa, and el patron—except that for Tito, "conscience was the same as Dios." Do 
you think Lola and the narrator believe in this hierarchy? Support your opinion. 

RELATE 5. What hierarchy, if any, do you believe in? 

ma* QUICK WRITES 

Ỳt.:1171EFLARIV-t0 NiCEPTSP.1: 

The narrator is the character or voice from whose point of 
view events are told. Events in "El Patron" are told by a 
first-person narrator, who is a character in the story. 
However, because he is not part of the major conflicts of 
the story, the narrator seems to relate events objectively— 
that is, his attitude toward the other characters does not 
seem to color his description of events. How do you think 
the story would change if another character told the story? 
Write a brief summary of the story as Lola, Tito, or Senor 
Martinez might have narrated it. 

6. what issues from the 1960s and 1970s do you see 
present in this story? In terms of the Martinez 
family, do you consider this legacy as positive or 
negative? Explain your opinion. 1. Based on what you have learn! 

this story, write an instruction  
manual for conflict resolutions 

2. Is it possible for family meth* 
have different opinions and4 
peacefully? Draft a personal'  
on this issue, using exam* 
"El Patron" and from your 
experience. 

PORTFOLIO Save your 

May want, to use it later 4' 

bOard to 'a piece for you!: 
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ANOTHER PATHWAY 
operative Learning 

sing the conflict resolution In this story ap 
s-yOlt:kpoSo-about-as models, stage a "sun) 

between Lela and Senor Martinez 
the narrator Might arrange. In a snriall,gra 

leclde 	way to approach the confli 
ad out-the meeting for the claSs  

shoWing,hoW the conflict can be 
reSolYed, f at all. 
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